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The spreading of tbe culture of meta I casting from tbe
Altai mountains all over tbe Ancient World

(where they are called 'Nuraghes'), Sicily,
and most of all in the Greek Aegean region.
From this situation, an East-West spreading
direction was derived. Following a well
known pattern and rejecting Kossinna, it is
still assumed that the emergence of culture
had its centre in Palestine or Asia Minor. A
simple
consideration
makes
this
questionable: As the copper people had
erected such sophisticated fortresses - often
even presenting the same construction stages
- in Greece and Palestine as weH, they must
have been forced to protect themselves from
the ind_igenous population there, too, and are
thereby recognisable as foreigners in the
land. So where did they come from?

strongest. In Portugal as weil as in Greece,
we find an outer ring of those navigating
merchants who spread the use of copper. The
nearer we approach the homeland of the
smiths, the weaker the fortresses have to be,
and we will not find any fortresses at all in
their
own
country.
Defence-oriented
architecture developed on1y in enemy
countries and grew stronger in proportion to
its distance from the place of origin. It seems
that Zambujal with its four subsequent
improvements is located at the outermost
border of the copper civil,ization in a highly
developed, initially peacefu. region.

IN SEARCHlNG for the homeland of the
smith, we should proceed methodicalJy in
reverse to searclüng for the 'homeland' of a
ceramic or arrowhead type. The origin of
fortresses is not where many of them are
found, instead the outermost bord er of that
civilization is where the fortresses are built

In the steppe where horse-breeders live, the
art of fighting with bow and arrow was
improved.
Scythians
and
Numidians,
Parthians and Thracians were the great
archers of ancient times, all of them being
steppe peoples from an ecological point of
view. The Greek in their mountainous land

Horra
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Plan and view oftbe ward of the Early Bronze Age fortress
Zambujal, Portugal; (from Sangmeister et al., 1981)
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Tbe predominant two types
of arrow beads of tbe Bell-Beaker
people of tbe Iberian Peninsula.

Bronze figure of an arcber
from Sardinia (drawing U. Topper).
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Bronze axes as trade items (Foto U. Topper)

peace in the land . This includes roads, chains
of message towers, marks (seals, badges) and
military protection.
THE HORRlC metal civilization from China
to Egypt and from Scandinavia to the Sahara
created a high-level culture which, within one
or two generations, formed a completely new
cultural image for mankind. Tt makes up the
basis of our entire modern world civilization.
Trade in raw materials and its associated
system of measures, fiscal economy
emerging from it, and generally accepted
legislation are the earliest indications of the
inter-continental peace period of the frrst
Metal Age. Tt seems that this civilization
spread unusual1y fast in a peaceful way as
trade requires peaceful co-operation. The
most important contribution was copper
which was mined in Andalusia, in the Ore
Mountains, the Caucasian Mountains and in

Cyprus and then alloyed with tin to obtain
bronze. The latter was cast in accordance
with standardized weight measures and
mixing ratios thus becoming a high-quality
article of exchange which was soon accepted
by all Eurasian peoples.
The invention of metal casting established
the ' smith' as the first independent
profession. A person who mined, smelted,
and processed ore could not allow for
ploughing and harvesting, hunting and
fishing. He had his tribai fellows supply hirn
with foodstuffs as the products of his hands
were of outstanding importance: due to their
nature as weapons and tools, they made
military and economic superiority possible.
Trade wh ich had emerged in this way soon
developed beyond mere bartering, because
whatever the smith wanted to buy for his
products, e.g. foodstuffs and hides, wood for
firing, and labour, was paid for by offering a

11
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valuable commodity to the customer, i.e.
bronze axes which soon became a stable
currency.
At
all
excavations,
such
standardized bronze axes of equal size and
weight were found. They had a stable inter
regional value and were even hoarded as their
value did not diminish in the course of time.
Museum exhibits are usually called 'votive
axes ' .

shown that the Bell- Beaker people were a
minority of short and roundheaded features,
wearing amber beads and V-hole buttons as
weil as the typical arm protection of the
archer. And what is most important, they are
the inventors of open cast moulds for copper
and bronze. Remnants of the BeU-Beaker
culture in zones of copper and tin ores like
Cornwall and Devon consist of round huts,
coloured faience beads and gold objects.

Bell-Beaker Culture
THE FIRST manifestations of organized
metallurgy are associated with a certain
ceramic type, the Bell-Beaker, named after
,its shape which resembles that of a bell. It is
found all over Europe in weil defined areas
giving rise to suppose a small but powerful
group of people in mostly foreign
surroundings who embellished. their life with
this beaker and finally gave it to their dead in
single graves. From all excavations it can be

A map of their overall distribution leaves no
doubt as to their activities: They settled along
rivers like the Rhine and the Danube, spread
along the sea coasts and also ventured inland,
e.g. to the Spanish meseta. Trade must have
been their second aim, while prospecting for
ores and producing fine metal tools and
weapons was their main goal. Nowhere did
they form the sole human element but lived
among megalith builders as weil as alongside
Neolithic farmers, archaeologically

Bell-Beakers (rom a grave in Nortbern Germany
(Mus. of Pre- and Proto-History at Berlin; Foto U. Topper).
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associated, too, with simiJar civilizations like
those ofthe Corded Ware and the BattJe-Axe.
The mentioned round huts traceabJe from
black post holes in the ground might have
been ritual structures used for gatherings,
later developed into round towers which are
the prototype of sanctuaries all over Europe.
Their significance as multi-purpose buildings
- stronghold, watch-tower and signal station
as weil as community centre - makes them
the distinguishing mark of the early metal
traders.
Most scientists class those settlements around
the turn of the Third Millennium, which
makes the introduction of bronze techniques
a coeval event from China to Comwall,
Tuscany and Portugal.

Wine and Heer
Amazingly enough, the history of wine wh ich
is an important cultural asset in the civilized
world of today, is limited to vague
suggestions. Modern encyclopaedias present
contradictory and completely obsolete
information.

was a foreign commodity in Egypt
originating from Asia rather than Ethiopia
where there exists cultivated vine that has
reverted to the wild state. It seems that grapes
were always pressed in the way stilI carried
out by simple wine growers, namely by
treading it in stone or wooden troughs. The
grapes were pressed out in sacks with severaJ
men turning two wooden bars. The ancient
wine of Egypt, which was always red wine,
was filled into amphorae.
In other words: Here we find already the
fully developed wine culture which has
survived until today from PortugaJ to the
Hindukush. While with respect to the
peasants in the Porto region or the Kalash in
the Hindukush (here at least during ritual
feasts such as remembrance ceremonies or
winter solstice, c.f. Topper 1977) the who'l e
community including women and children
drink wine, it was reserved to the nobility and
the priests in Egypt (the ordinary people
drank onJy beer). This fact also indicates that
wine was an 'imported good' in Egypt.

Did the early copper people drink beer
aJready?

lt

can be sifted out of papers of
archaeologists and speciaJists that the original
cultivated vine grew at first in the North
lranian region, i.e. in tlle strip extending
south of the Caspian Sea towards
Afghanistan. However, there is a significant
difference between the now widespread wild
and the cultivated form of vine: The wild
Vitis silvestris (spontanea) bears smaH grapes
emerging from single-gender blossoms while
the cultivated Vitis vinifera sativa bears large
grapes emerging from hermaphroditic
blossoms. It is still enigmatic how it was
possible to cultivate the latter from the
former.
GENERALL Y, oriental authors think that
wine was imported from Armenia or the
region east of it. At any rate, it is known that
before the foundation ofthe Old Empire wine

At that time, huge amounts of grain were
grown, most of all barley and wheat. But the
bread of which remnants are sometimes
found was certainJy of inferior quality. The
flour was badly milled and even worse
screened thus being loaded with impurities,
mainly sand. This suggests that bread was not
held in high esteern. In Zambujal, pulp made
of pounded grain was also found while of
course no beer was ever traced. Nothing had
been left in the Bell-Beakers. 'Nothing' is
also an indication: only a liquid dries out
completely.
By the way, much refined methods of
investigation recently revealed that in some
Bell-Beakers various kinds of pollen were
preserved which suggests that the beer was
mixed with herbs.
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ALTHOUGH Bell-Beakers have been found
in a very large region their number is limited
and restricted to certain locations. So, they
did not represent a 'general fashion', but
something particular, a mark. In Zambujal,
Bell-Beakers amount to only 0.8% of all
broken pottery found which still means
160,000 pieces. They were found in certain
strata only, most of all in stratum 4, and only
in the innermost buildings of tbe settlement,
mostly in the ward and the tombs.
All this leads to the conclusion that the elite,
namely the caste of smiths, drank beer. Men
who permanently work near the tire such as a
smith at his forge, are sweating and always
thirsty. And those who additionally inhale
toxic metal vapours have to compensate for
the loss by drinking lots of liquid to flush the
kidneys. For this purpose, water is not very
apt. Beer is the ideal beverage for such a
heavy labourer. In the Ruhr region, the steel
and coal producing centre of Germany, more
beer is drunk than anywhere else.

found almost world-wide on tombs, so that
they should be considered as belonging to the
same spiritual and ornamental background.
Generally, the schist tab lets are smaller than
ahand, being smooth and flat on the front
ornamented with carved lines while the back
is curved and rarely provided with carvings.
Most of them have one, some have two holes
at the upper end which might be interpreted
as eyes. It seems that the interpretation as
eyes or human figures is wrong as in fact the
tab lets appear to be abstract. Besides, the
borehole has a V-shaped cross-section just as
in the case of the garment buttons of Ihis
cultural group which are also regarded as an
identifiers of the early metal traders.

Identification Marks
STRANGE AMULETS, namely small flat
tab lets of cut slate provided with carvings,
are part of the signiticant inventory found in
the early Meta! Age settlements in the West
of the Iberian Peninsula. Generally, they are
attributed to the Bell-Beaker people because
they appear together with Bell-Beaker
ceramies. In Portugal, the immediate area
where slate tab lets were found extends from
the river Tejo to the river Guadiana, while
similar tablets have been found in Almeria
(Spain) and in France (near Chälon-sur
Saone and in the department Herault); they
are likewise found - although slightly
differing in shape and made of different
materials - from the Sahara via the Greek
islands to Cyprus and the Orient.
An evaluation of the many thousands of
small slate tab lets in Portuguese museums
plus the associated literature shows that there
is a certain similarity with the wooden stelae
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Decorated scbist p.late from Granja de
Cespedes (Badajoz, Spain);
Nat. Mus. Of Arq., Madrid
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It has not yet been discovered what the slate
tab lets actually mean. As they hardly present

any traces of abrasion by use, it is not
probable that they were wom as adomments.
Could they have been the first personal
identification objects, a kind of identification
card proving the membership in the elite, i.e.
the smiths?

Domestic Animals: Horse and Goat
ACCORDING TO our scholastic historio
graphy, the taming of horses is directly
Hnked with the ernergence of the 'Indo
Europeans'. The first horse keepers and the
'early Indo-Europeans' are often seen as
identical. As our own culture is tightly Iinked
to this problem - in fact, the European
culture was the highest developed horse
culture on earth - there exists a great deal of
research and literature output at our
universities on this subject. Ln most cases, the
inquiry is regarded as being completely
solved. Although the basic facts and most of
the details are known, so far no summarising
synthesis has been presented which would
apply to many other fields of knowledge as
weIl. There had been intense research, but the
generaLising overview wh ich is the actual
fruit of research work has been omitted.
When and where have horses been tamed
first?
If one does not take into account the
enormous dimension of the Eurasian region,
the question can be answered geographically:
The domestic horse was bred somewhere
between the Danube river and the Altai
mountains along the steppe belt of the 50 lh
parallel Northem Latitude. Wild horses were
chased as early as in the so-called
Palaeolitbic Era in the entire region between
China and Iberia as is proved by many
retrieved bones, but taming succeeded much
tater because the inbom escape reflex and the
zest for freedom of the horse are much
stronger than those of the aurochs or the
reindeer. Chasing horses developed into

tending the herd gradually with man ensuring
the continued existence of the best animals
by prudent selection. The horse-tender
followed the herds through the change of
seasons tbus becoming the lifemate and
finally the master of the horses.
The beginning of the spreading of tamed
horses coincides in time with the spreading of
copper casting; both events happened
suddenly at the same moment, if we cOllsider
one or two generations as a 'moment' from a
historical viewpoint. This invention spread
like a huge wave over the whole of Europe,
from Tripolye in Ukraine to Zambujal in
Portugal. For conventional chronology, 2300
to 2200 B.C. is given, whereby the Eastern
locations of findings are regarded as slightly
older than the Western ones. Apart from
Podolia, sometimes Armenia and even
Mesopotamia ('Sumer') are designated as
region of origin of this horse-metal culture.
While this is possible for Armenia because it
presumably was the first colonisation region
of the horse keepers, it is improbable with
respect to 'Sumer'. The so called Sumerians
did not originate in a vast river valley but
came from mountains to the North and East
of Mesopotamia. The Altaic languages which
were spoken north of the Caucasian and the
Kophet mountains, i.e. in the 'horse belt', are
regarded as the closest relatives of the
'Sumerian' language.
IN ALL ARCHAEOLOGICAL excavations,
goat bones are found in connection with the
early meta I culture. Goat and smith beiong
together.
In 1882, about 20 million goats were still
kept in Europe, while they are nowadays
restricted to some isolated mountaioous
regions. Therefore, we are unable to imagine
the former great significance of this animal
which perhaps was the first domestic animal
of mankind. The Bezoar goat (Capra
aegagrus) is considered as the wild form
(according to F. Zeuner), which lived in a
very large area from Crete via Anatolia and
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Iran to the Indus valley. The centre seems to
have been the Kophet mountains at the
Northern edge of Iran. A second wild goat
species called Markhor (Capra falconeri)
lives there which mayas weil have been the
origin of some domestic goat races such as
the variant in Turkestan and the Dard region
which have nearly upright horns.
HARDLY LATER than the goat, the other
'mountain anima!', the sheep, has been
domesticated. In Europe, 1t has played a
larger role than the goat in historical times,
although it is less profitable and needs better
pastures. Experience shows that its tending is
easier. Sheep, too, belong directly to the
economic system ofthe earty smiths.

For both 'mountain animals' (goat and
sheep), more or less the same origin is
considered, the lands from Eastern Anatolia
to the Indus river and to Central Asia with the
centre being Northern Iran, and the period for
both being the so-called Mesolithic Era. In
historical times, goats and sheep were kept
side by side; both
complement each
other, and a mixture of goat hair and sheep
wool provides a waterproof fabric most
suitable for maldng the large tents of nomads.
Classical Chinese texts do not use different
expressions for sheep or goat; both are
simply called 'mountain animal' which also
underlines the elose interconnection.
Lance and shield are the preferred armament
of the goat herdsman. The lance is stylized as
the herdsman's rod which becomes the mystic
symbol of the goat herdsman as such. The
rod of the shepherd, being rolled in like the
horns of a moorland sheep, is still used by
Cathol je bishops nowadays as a symbol of
their herdsman's function.

Wooden figure of a goat 01' buck from
Schmiden in Soutbern Germany.
(drawing U. Topper)

The shield was developed to become a mark
of property, represented in innumerable rock
drawings from Cashmere to the High Atlas.
The shield was made of goat skin, called
skulos "" shield in Greek, related also to the
17
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Latin word cutis = skin. The oldest fairytales
about 'goat men' indicate the region of the
mountains between Iran and Pamir, the
mythical Mashu mountain in the Gilgamesh
epic.
The signs of the goat herdsmen formed the
basis for the first standardized script signs
understood by everybody. They have been
preserved in more clarity in the early Chinese
script. From there, the pictograms from the
Hindukush to the Canary Islands can be
interpreted and some of them even read
phonetically.

Linguistic Developmeot
After the Horra had crossed the Caucasian
mountains and invaded the Orient from
Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean Sea, they
established a new capital near the Ararat.
From there, they ruled over their new
territories. At flIst, Hurritic was the official
language until it was replaced by Akkadian.
For the purpose of maintaining power by
military means, many auxiliaries were
needed, and it became evident that the
Caucasian peoples were the most suitable for
this task. These Ar-meni (Arian men,

1f

3r

mountain people) were melted into a warrior
caste and detached to the administrative
centres, i.e. the big cities. They were the flIst
soldiers in the actual sense of the word,
namely professional warriors receiving pay.
Their language has survived for a long time
in the regions ruled by them on behalf of the
Horra as a kind of Armenian or ' Indo
European', in fact a Koine like all
administrative or military languages, an
'Urdu ' (i.e. order, army, camp).
ONE OF THE best examples are the Mitanni
among whom the Arian share of personal and
god names within the official Hurritic
language is very conspicuous. One thinks
immediately of a foreign vassal people
executing the administration of the
subordinates on behalf of the Great Khan of
the Horra.
WE FIND a similar development with regard
to the Hittites who were assigned by the
(nowadays) so-called Hatti and who
introduced their new language. There are
other examples for Central Europe which
unfortunately are not supported by literary
texts but can be derived from topographical
and river names, and from myths.

2f- ~ ~

Three rock signs from Aodalusia
Sigo for Jupiter
Arab letter Kaf
Ruoic letter Gibor
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Ouring the intervention of Arian warriors
into the various regions, several dialects of
this Koine emerged whieh always include the
same basic elements. They had on the one
hand developed from previous spoken forms
and on the other hand undergone continuous
adaptation due to trade and inter-regional
potitical aetivities. This is what linguists eall
'proto-Indo-European'. The original Horrie
language is related to this Hurrie or Hurritie
language although slightly differing from
them by its vaster applieation.

Uniform Ideology
The ideology spread by the Horra can hardly
be proved arehaeologically exeept by listing
the missing elements whieh are registered in
other eultures as religious artefacts. lnstead
of the temple buildings, they only built cult
tents, and instead of the idols common
elsewhere we find a lack of images. It was
perhaps for one long century that tbjs
religion-denying state was forced by law
upon the oppressed, but the gradualIy re
emerging usual cult objects show that thjs
law was soon undermined and evaded. The
image-free belief in a unique God which the
Horra bad propagated manifested itself in
later times only rare1y as a side branch,
occurring intermittently, e.g. in the Jewish
scripts of the prophets or in Buddha's
sermons.
The original ideology of the Horra - as far as
it can be indirectly reconstructed - may be
described as Shamanism. Worship was not
directed to a God or gods but to manifold
spirits; this was also the point of origin for
alchemy and medicine.
The Blocksberg legend (Iocated in the Harz
mountains ofNorthern Germany) reminds us
of the strong relationship between the female
shaman (or witch) and the male goat. Trus
image occurs also on cylinder seals of the
lndus and Mesopotamian cuItures: a
'goddess' standing next to a ma le goat. In
Germany, too, a piece was found indicating

such a group; the wooden goat figure was
found in a place called Schmiden in Swabia.
A very significant feature of the Horra
ideology is the goat cult and its esoteric
mysticism which extends far beyond the
limits of purposeful herdsmen's cults. Its far
reaching evolutions are as significant as the
Oionysos cult and the crucifixion of Christ,
and its ideas have steadiJy survived in
carnival habits and monastic order rules. The
spiritualisation of the mysteries with their
secret language, monastic type of regime and
drastic requisitions of purity developed by
the men's leagues on the high alpine pastures
corresponds with the deep piety of a sect or a
fraternal community; their visions provoked
by juniper smoke are the primeval notions of
prophetical pronouncement.
IT IS AMAZING to see how many elements
of goat herdsmen's mysticism have survived
in the c1assic cults and even in the Christian
religion up to modem (Freudian) analysis of
dreams. Is this related with the economic
power of that professional group? Or is it
rather the reminiscence of an early historical
mission which has spread its basic ideas?

History ofTechnology
The
study of certain
technological
achjevements gave rise to the idea that the
Hyksos ruling over Egypt are the early
Eurasian smiths who must be identical with
the builders of the Old Empire pyramids. In
fact, no mathematical records exist in the
Nile vaUey before the Hyksos era, and
without such tools it is impossible to
construct large buildings such as the
pyramids, just like it is impossible to cut and
polish diorite or malachite without steel. It is
also known that women played an
outstanding role in Egypt whjch certainly has
nothing to do with the Arian (in this case
Persian) conquests but is genuinely Horric in
origin.
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Male and fe male posts from
Wittemoor, Lower Saxony
(Germany).

Islamic posts from Kirgisistan
and Morocco.

Posts from the Region of
Mogador (Morocco).
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Hammer to crush metal ore, a tool that looks alike from the Atlantic to tbe Hindukush. This
one comes from Wadi Araba in Palestine (Israel) and weighs over 2 kg (drawing U. Topper).

[N CONTINUATION of John Dayton
(1978), who also pilloried "the idee fixe of
the superiority of the civilization of the
Fertile Crescent" (p. 76), Heinsohn and IIIig
(1990) examined the glass production in
Egypt. Glass, especially cobalt-blue glass, is
an achievement accomplished by the Hyksos
and appears 'simultaneously' in Mycenae,
Nuz~ at the Phoenician coast and in the
Hallstatt period of Europe. Cobalt occurs in
very few locations of the Old World, e.g. in
Anarak in Iran, in Morocco and in
Schneeberg (German Ore Mountains). Due to
its impurities, the cobalt used in ancient times
to dye glass can definitely be traced back to
the Ore Mountains where it occurred as a
waste product ofthe silver-melting process.

So, wherever we come ac ross the blue glass
beads - be it in Amarna on the Nile or in
Israel's Bet Shean, in Mesopotamia or at the
Northern edge of the Alps - we have to
perceive the chronological and cultural
relationship which I called Horra rule.
Indeed, Bohemia and the Ore Mountains

were the domain of the Bell-Beaker people.
And the earliest - always blue - glass bottles
were not blown but produced in a casting
process imitating metal casting.
IN HER FIRST book, Sigrid Hunke (1955)
developed principally new ideas about the
Hurrites based on archaeological discoveries
in Anatolia. Since then, only few efforts have
been made to contillUe investigation into the
spiritual assets of this cultural group. l'he
author ( 1977) once again lifted the Horra into
the centre ofconsiderations as regards the
assessments of the early Metal Age. In his
recently published book he presents a
comprehensive survey of this cultural event
which might induce further research work.
The ideas expressed therein give a new
impetus to a novel investigation of those
astonishing cultural changes thus reviving
Spengler's (1966) posthumously published
notes which were and still are insufficiently
used by scholars.
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Zusammenfassung

Der Beginn der Metallzeit ist bis heute ein faszinierendes und noch nicht gelöstes Problem. Durch
die Erfindung des Metallgusses bekam die Entwicklung der Menschheit eine völlig neue Richtung.
Zwar haben die archäologischen Grabungsergebnisse viele Einzelheiten ans Licht gebracht, doch
eine Zusammenrugung steht noch allS. Erst durch den Gesamtblick kann ein Verständnis rur das
Werden des Kulturmenschen, besonders unserer eigenen Hochkultur, erzielt werden. Die
Verbindung der archäologischen Funde mit den Sagen der antiken Mittelmeervölker sowie mit
unseren eigenen Überlieferungen ergibt ungewöhnliche Einsichten in die Veränderungen, die beim
Übergang von der Steinzeit zur Metallzeit in Eurasien stattfanden. Mit der Erforschung der
frühgeschichtlichen Kulturen der Iberischen Halbinsel (1977) entwarf der Autor eine neue Sicht,
wobei er die Horra als kontinentale Macht vorstellte. Toppers neues Buch (2003) beschreibt die
Horra als die ersten Schmiede und Händler mit allen Einzelheiten und Folgerungen. Die darin
ausgebreiteten Betrachtungen betreffen die Gebiete der Kunst, Religionsentstehung,
Gesellschaftsformung, Schdfterfindung, Gesetzgebung und Metallhandwerk bis zu neuen
Einsichten über vorgeschichtliche Viehzucht und Sprachentwicklung. Es bringt damit eine
fachübergreifende Synthese jener fast weltweiten Erscheinung, die mit dem Volk der Horra ihren
Anfang nahm.
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